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AN ORIOLES' DOUBLE-PLAY-ARMSTRONG-TO
MILLER-TO-WINTHER 

B Y ED LYON AND JOE SOUSA 

This is not actually a baseball story, but instead, the story of Joe Sousa's reconstruction and analysis of an un
usual type of antique radio exemplified by two Winther-Kenosha (W-K) Oriole radios. 

B y 1920, it was high time someone stepped in 
and explained the behavior .C~r rni~behavi?r) 
of radio tubes as amphf1ers m radio

frequency circuits. Edwin Howard Armstrong wrote 
about it , as he had suffered considerable work-bench 
headaches as he developed his regenerative, 
superregenerative, and superheterodyne circuits -
even with the luxury of employing well-behaved 
triode tubes by Western Electric, G-E, and Metal, 
rather than the quirky Audions of the slightly earlier 
(1910-1916) period. What Armstrong found was that 
the apparent input impedance of a tube varied with 
what type of load was connected to the output of the 
tube. By purely empirical drudgery he came to the 
conclusion that you can' t get much amplification out 
of a triode tube if the output of the tube feeds a load 
that is tuned to your desired signal frequency, like for 
instance, the station you want to listen to. Any time 
he tried to get more gain from a radio-frequency 
amplifier the amplifier would exhibit a strong 
tendency to oscillate as the output tuned circuit was 
very slightly rnistuned. This misbehavior led him 
directly to the regenerative detector, subject of one of 
his patents . In developing the regenerative detector, 
he found he didn ' t always have to couple the tube's 

output back into the input circuit; if the tube were 
robust enough, just the existence of both grid- and 
plate- tuned circuits would make the combination 
oscillate. The result was that Armstrong maintained 
a pair of rules-of-thumb: (1) Don't try for high 
amplification in (triode) vacuum tube circuits in 
which grid and plate are tuned for maximum 
response at (or near) the desired frequency; and (2) 
It all gets worse at higher and higher frequencies. 
In fact, this effect is what also convinced him that 
the superheterodyne circuit was the way to go; it 
could convert high-frequency signals down to much 
lower frequencies where he actually could get some 
amplification without undesired oscillation. 

In 1920 the Bureau of Standards' published John 
Miller's famous 1919 paper explaining "the Miller 
Effect." Miller had stepped forward and formalized 
the effect Armstrong wrote about, giving credit to 
Latour in France for first expressing the notion that 
the basic sought-after amplification in the tube also 
amplifies the internal feedback from output (plate) 
to input (grid) in tuned radio-frequency (TRF) 
circuits of the period. Briefly stated, the Miller 

(Continued on page 3) 
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A BOUT MAAR C and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became the 
monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club in 

June 1994. Prior to that date , the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
were separate publications. 

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue after 
the membership application and dues are received. Dues are $24per 
year in the US, $36 in Canada , and $60 elsewhere, all payable in 
US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life memberships are 
available; contact the Membership Chair . All checks are payable to 
MAARC and, for new members, must accompany the membership 
application, which is available from the Membership Chair or the 
MAARC website (www.maarc.org). If you change your mailing 
address , email, or phone number, please notify the Membership 
Chair immediately so corrections can be made to Radio Age's 
mailing list. The Post Office will not forward your newsletters. 

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 (August 
1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. I, No. 1 (October 
1975) are avai lable for $3.50 each postpaid from the Membership 
Chair. 10 percent discount on orders of 12 or more back issues and 
15 percent on orders of 60 or more back issues. Make checks 
payable to MAAR C. 

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is 
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC format , 
preferably via email or on a CD or flash drive, in MS Word, Word 
Petfect. Wordpad , or RTF format , without fancy formatting, 
because the editors will have to modify it anyway. Photographs, if 
hardcopy, should be high quality black and white or color. Softcopy 
graphics files should be in TIFF or JPEG formats; contact the 
editors for further guidance. Send your submission to either editor 
and include your name , address, phone, and email. 

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Most months MAARC 
meetings are held at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center, 
3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD (map below). 
From U.S. 50 , take MD 424 south for 2.5 miles. Turn right on MD 
2 14 for 0.6 miles, and angle left on Queen Anne Bridge Road for 
1.1 miles. The entrance will be on your left. April and December 
meetings are usually he ld at the Sully Station Community Center in 
Northern Virginia. Check the calendar on page 16 for details . 

Map - Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center (not to scale) 
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(Continuedfrompage 1) 
effect creates the following conditions in the grid 
circuit as a result of the load imposed on the tube's 
plate or output circuit, so that, using a relatively 
modern 6J5 tube as an example: 

1. If the plate load is a pure resistance, any 
amplification by the tube multiplies the 
effective capacitance from grid to plate by 
the gain factor plus one; thus, with a gain of, 
say, 15 , the normal 3.5 pF grid-to-plate 
capacitance of the 6J5 will appear to be 16 
times higher, or 56 pF. 
2. If the plate load is a pure capacitance, any 
amplification by the tube multiplies the 
current absorbed by the grid by the 
amplification factor plus one; that is, the tube 
will draw grid current (at the signal 
frequency, not d-e) even though it never 
collects any electrons from the cathode. 
3. And if the plate load is inductive at the 
applied frequency, say by detuning a 
connected L-C tank circuit slightly, any 
amplification will cause the grid to appear to 
be connected to a negative resistance; then if 
the grid happens to have a tuned circuit 
connected to it at the time, the negative 
resistance impressed on that tuned circuit by 
the grid-to-plate capacitance of the tube may 
be sufficient to cause the grid circuit to 
oscillate , creating its own signal. 

Whether based on a full understanding of the Miller 
effect (or whatever it was called before Miller 's 
paper) or simply experimental evidence that making 
radio-frequency amplifiers that worked well required 
extraordinary effort, there was, at this time , a rash of 
patent applications from Chester Rice and Louis 
Hazeltine (among others) both claiming 
neutralization of the triode's grid-to-plate capacitance 
through the use of an additional similar capacitance 
that fed the plate signal back to the grid, but inverted 
in phase, in effect canceling the inherent tube 
capacitance. 

Trouble was that the signal fed back to the 
neutralizing capacitance was not always the same and 
the circuits used to invert the phase were not true 
inverters for all circuit conditions. The result is that 
neutralization using Hazeltine 's or Rice's methods 
needed to be carefully set through adjustment of the 
"equal-but-opposite" external capacitors, little 
devices Hazeltine called "Neutrodons." The final 
cure was not satisfactorily reached in the general 
radio industry until the screen-grid tube (tetrode) was 

invented , allowing the screen grid to act as a 
grounded (for signal frequencies) shield situated 
between grid and plate , thus removing essentially all 
of the grid-to-plate capacitance. But now, the 
engineers had to be far more careful with their wiring 
practices , so as not to re-introduce the grid-to-plate 
capacitance through wiring sloppiness, for now the 
tetrode's amplification factor was enormous 
(compared with triodes of the period) , and it didn't 
take much carelessness to regain the old squeals. For 
most tubes having the grid terminal on top of the 
tube, isolation of grid circuit from plate circuit was 
thus facilitated, but old laced-up wiring harness 
methods were hereafter banished from grid and plate 
wmng. 

Fast forward to about 2008 or 2009. Joe Sousa had 
been wondering for a long while why another tack 
had not been made popular - if the input impedance 
of a triode amplifier is so much affected by the load 
impedance connected to the output or plate, why not 
try dropping the plate load impedance all the way to 
zero resistance? Oh yes , you ' re thinking, that'll get 
you zero amplification, so what good is it? Joe had 
in mind the cathode follower connection of an 
amplifier. Feed the input to the grid, as usual, ground 
(for signals, at least) the plate, and take the amplifier 
output from the cathode - or if the calendar reads 
1924-25 or so - from the filament. Sure, the voltage 
gain is somewhat less than one, but the current gain 
can be very high. What a cathode follower does is 
transform the impedance from a very high value to a 
very low value , while the voltage gain is generally a 
little lower than unity. The output of a cathode
follower RF amplifier could be fed to a step-up RF 
transformer, as was being done in the plate circuits of 
most all radios anyway (since, like Armstrong they 
couldn' t get much voltage amplification from the 
triodes, themselves, and had to get most of it from the 

(Continued on page 4) 
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(Continued from page 3) 
increasingly clever step-up RF 
transformer designs. The 
cathode follower would not 
object to feeding a step-up 
transformer, since its internal 
output impedance was so very 
low, compared to the 
limitations imposed in effective 
step-up ratio one could achieve 
in ordinary (non-cathode
fo llower) triode amplifiers. 

So the search was on for a radio 
of the period that had one or 
more cathode follower RF 

amplifier(s) . The paper and Figure 1. Joe Sousa's Oriole 8, restored, but retaining a slight lid warp. 
internet trail led to the Oriole 

~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
radio , made by Winther-
Kenosha Electric in Kenosha , Wisconsin , or rather, 
two Oriole radio models, the Oriole 7B and Oriole 8. 
There was a patent along the way, Anthony Winther 's 
Patent 1 ,700,393 , granted in 1929, but applied for in 
May, 1925. The patent is relatively well written, and 
its illustration is a schematic (fig . 2) showing two 
cathode-foJJower stages in cascade , each driving a 
step-up tuned RF transformer, then driving a detector 
and the usual audio stages . Of the two , the Model 7B 
resembles the patent rather faithfully, while the 
Model 8 operating on only 4 tubes, has a single 
cathode follower stage plus a regeneration capability 
to increase the gain. 

But the paper/internet trail is for people who mainly 
read . Joe gets his hands and instruments into the act, 
so he sought an actual Oriole radio - and found one 
(an Oriole 8) on Ebay, in as-is condition, which he 
"won," and then had to repair extensively in order to 
get it to work. 

Joe has written an account of his adventures with the 
Oriole 8 on the Radiomuseum site , which will be 
summarized here , but the reader is asked to visit the 
write-up at: 
http : I /www . radiomu se u m .org /f orum / 
w kelectric _oriole_ 8 _with_ cathode _follower _rf_stage 
.htrnl 

The Winther-Kenosha Oriole 8 is a four-tube TRF 
radio with regeneration, using 01-A tubes , dating to 
1925. The front panel carries only two tuning 
controls, one for the RF amplifier stage and one for 
the detector. A schematic , traced out by Joe Sousa , is 

shown in Fig. 3. On this schematic are Joe 's notes as 
to component values. In order to even measure some 
of the parts , Joe had to perform some repairs to this 

(Continued on page 5) 

Jan. 29, 1929. 
A. WINTH£R 

1,700,393 

RADIO.ntllQUBIICT IJI!'LIFIOATION OUO'IltTS 
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-'--AI.- - ~ · "¥.&--~a_ - -

Figure 2. Winther's patent illustration. 
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(Continued from page 4) 
unusual set. The chassis is made of a sheet of 
Bakelite-like material , actually made by a Bakelite 
competitor, calling the stuff Condensite. Whether 

\llllnthoer· KenosJ1~ 
W·K Oriole Model 8 

Hone! tr~ 2·20.:1012 
~Sous• 

Sh¥efreel 'f. 

A hign., v alued the 20uuF 
trlmm.r oa r.cSvcu tM 
regarwnriion l•v • l of tM intan.sifi., 
and requires front end retuning, 

measurements on a Fada Model 160A four-tube 
reflexed TRF set. Referring to the Oriole schematic , 
Fig. 3, it can be seen that the first stage is the cathode 
follower RF amplifier, whose tuned input is the 

us90V 

TriOodes 201A 

Fseif• 1.69MHz: SelfC-41pF 
Q-75 @ 153kHt 
j1150 (!11MH> 

.Audi9 Tr illrllifOfrn«rs 0 

2.7>< 
Prim,..y 780_0\rM@OC, 4 .2H@1kl« 

S<tcondaty 3 Ak(!J.O C, 30H(!I1kHt 

Ra"2 .8 R@ 153kHt 
Q-457@1MHz 

1!16uH with tQp 

'""~d 
Q-35 @ 190k fh 

3 .7uH P!imwiU 
Q•2~@ 1.14MHz: 

Figure 3. Sousa's traced wiring schematic of the Oriole 8, along with his discovered circuit details. 

badly broken in places right from the start, or 
suffered in shipping to Joe, the chassis was broken in 
several places, some of which compromised 
connections and any capability to measure circuit 
values or integrity. This is one of those chassis types 
in which the tube sockets are simply contact fingers 
riveted to the Condensite chassis where holes had 
been cut to accept the tube base socket-rings. 
Painstaking chassis repairs required adding short 
fiber strands in thin cuts made across the breaks 
which were then filled with a black epoxy resin, 
restoring the sheet of Condensite fairly well, adding 
needed strength along the way, by virtue of the 
embedded threads. The chassis condition before
repairs and after-repairs can be seen in Fig . 4 . 

Meanwhile the cabinet was also in need of repair and 
restoration, a task Joe farmed out to a colleague who 
does that sort of restoration well. He corrected a 
warped lid and frame, fixed several cabinet cracks 
(one of which appeared to be recent) , and restored the 
finish. Pictures of the before- and after- conditions 
are shown in Fig . 5. 

Finally it was time for measurements of the radio's 
characteristics, and analysis of how it compared with 
more-or-less commonplace circuits of the period. For 
this latter assessment, Joe make comparable 

antenna coil and variable capacitor X2 . Then, to 
make a cathode follower out of the filamentary 01-A 
first stage, Winther had to construct a bifilar pair of 
primary windings in the transformer that couples the 
cathode follower RF amplifier to the next stage, the 
detector. Joe noted that this bifilar winding 
comprised only four turns per winding , measuring 
only 3.7 J.tH each. In the middle of the broadcast 
band this small inductance amounts to only 25 ohms 
of impedance. The 27-tum secondary of this RF 
transformer, which feeds the detector grid , is much 
higher in inductance , amounting to 230 J.tH . If this 
transformer had been left untumed, and broadbanded 
to cover the whole broadcast band, the load it would 
have offered the poor 01-A cathode follower would 
have been of the order of 25 to 30 ohms, and the 
voltage gain of that stage would have been very low, 
but Winther used the second tuning capacitor, X3, to 
tune this transformer secondary, rmsmg the 
impedance offered to the cathode follower to 
something like 300 ohms. Joe noted the action of the 
regeneration control, which Winther called the 
Intensifier, so this control was set to zero, reducing 
the regeneration to zero for the measurements. 

This 300-onm loading on the cathode follower makes 
its voltage gain about 0 .2, but the step-up RF 

(Continued on page 6) 
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(Continuedfrompage 5) 
transformer coupling the 
cathode to the detector 
stage raises this by a factor 
of 15 , resulting in a net 
stage gain of 3. Joe had 
been hoping substantially 
more gain could have been 
obtained , perhaps by 
raising the inherent cathode 
follower voltage gain, at a 
sacrifice in step-up Figure 4. Oriole-S Condensite chassis before (L), and after (R) repairs. 
transfurmcr volt~e ~in. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

This he could do by increasing the bifilar primary 
winding turns count, perhaps from 4 turns to 8 turns. 
To test this , he carefully wound a four-turn additional 
pair of bifilar windings on the inside of the coil form 
that has the original bifilar filament windings, seen in 
Fig .6. He wired these new windings in series with 
the originals, andre-measured the circuit parameters. 
Now the cathode follower voltage gain doubled , from 
0.2 to 0.4 , as expected, but the step-up transformer 
ratio suffered enough that the overall gain went from 
3 to just about 4. This slight increase was 
accompanied by an increase in the 
transformer bandwidth , from an original 
9 kHz to a new 12 kHz , reducing the 
selectivity of the radio somewhat. Joe 
removed his added-turns coils , and went 
on with the measurements, with the 
overall stage voltage gain restored to 3. 
He was convinced that the overall gain 
of this RF transformer was not due to the 
step-up in turns ratio, but in the 
resonating effect of the variable 
capacitor; this indicated that the 
coupling between the bifilar primary and 
the secondary (which was pie-wound) 

wire was sufficiently long to keep the antenna coil 
loaded. By shortening or removing the antenna wire, 
he could make the set smoothly slide into oscillation 
at high Intensifier settings. The overall range of gain 
increases available for the Intensifier control could be 
changed through resetting of the small trimmer 
variable capacitor (shown in Fig 7) under the chassis. 
Joe left this set at about 10 pF, which gave him a 
zero-to-three-fold gain increase with the Intensifier 
control. This was very repeatable , and settings of this 

must have been quite loose. He Figures. Oriole-S cabinet before (L) and after (R) restoration. 
confirmed that by measuring the L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
secondary inductance with and without 
the primaries shorted . The inductance values were 
180 uH and 230 uH, respectively, only about 28% 
different. Quite obviously, Winther must have looked 
to regeneration for the additional gain needed in the 
receiver. 

The Oriole 8 receiver has a three-position antenna 
coil tap-switch , intended to match three different 
antenna lengths or heights. With an antenna wire 
connected , the Intensifier (regeneration) control 
could be rotated throughout its range , increasing the 
overall sensitivity by a maximum factor of three, 
without oscillation starting , as long as the antenna 

control below the oscillation point were stable and 
predictable , unlike the action of a Neutrodyne set 
whose neutralization settings were not right. Joe got 
a good chance to demonstrate this effect as soon as he 
started comparison measurements with the Fada 
160A. 

First , the Fada 160A was seemingly factory-set with 
the Neutrodon neutralizing capacitors soldered in the 
minimum-capacity setting. The solder looked 
original, and the radio oscillated wildly, breaking into 
oscillation as soon as the tuning controls were even 
approximately aligned . Joe thought this might be due 
to the reflex connection , but found it could be helped 
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(Continued from page 6) 

somewhat through careful unsoldering and resetting 
of the Neutrodons. Fig. 8 shows the schematic of this 
Fada receiver, seemingly complicated by its reflex 
staging . The second tube from the left is the first RF 
amplifier stage, coupled to the next tube to the right, 
which is the second RF amplifier. It, in turn , drives 
the detector stage, on the far right; then that tube 
drives the first audio amplifier, which is also the 
aforementioned first RF amplifier, second tube from 
left. This, finally, drives the last audio amplifier, 
sitting on the far left in the schematic. Both the first 
RF amplifier and second RF amplifier are neutralized 
with "Neutroformer" interstage transformers and 
Neutrodons. Setting the Neutrodons was painstaking 
and had to be repeated several times with different 
settings of the filament rheostats, which changed 
stage gains. FinaJJy, to keep the set stable, Joe had to 
add a bypass capacitor from the B+ line to the A- line , 
since any amount of RF still remaining at the detector 
output got back into the receiver input because of the 
reflex connection (the first audio stage is also the first 
RF stage). The other peculiarity in 

Figure 6. Joe's added four-turn bifilar windings. 

gains, overall , were 5.2 and 6.9 for the first and 
second stages , respectively. The overall receiver 
gain, for a 1-MHz input, modulated by a 400-Hz 
audio tone , was 2,302, distortion-free as could be 
discerned by eye. In comparison, the Oriole , under 
the same conditions, had a net gain of 3,096, about 30 
percent higher. 

the Fada was the lack of a grid leak A separate item of comparison 
and capacitor in the detector input was surprising , as well. The 
circuit. Instead, the grid was driven Oriole places the A-voltage 
directly from the secondary winding supply polarity such that the 
of the second Neutroformer, making filaments are operated at the 
the detector performance very positive end of the A-battery, with 
dependent on the filament rheostat respect to B- and ground, giving 
setting. In the days of A batteries, aJJ tubes a good bit of negative 
this must have meant constant riding grid bias, whereas the , Fada did 
of this control to maintain the opposite, operating all tubes 
undistorted and sufficiently loud Figure 7. The regeneration-setting with the rheostats in the positive 
audio. Joe measured the detector trimmer capacitor in Oriole-S. leg, reducing the negative grid 
sensitivity, finding that cutting the L-------------------' bias considerably. The Fada 
detector filament voltage (via the rheostat) from 5 probably could have operated with higher net gain 
volts to 4.4 volts doubled the audio output voltage. and distortion-free output levels with a change in the 

In measuring the overall radio performance , Joe was 
amazed to find that the stage gains of the RF 
amplifiers in the Fada 160A were quite low, both RF 
stages yielding gains less than 1.0 (they were 0.4 and 
0 .9), and that, like in the Oriole , most of the receiver 
amplification came from the step-up in the interstage 
transformers and the resonance of the secondaries. 
The Neutroformer interstage transformers had tighter 
coupling than did the Oriole's single interstage 
(bifilar filament winding-to-detector grid winding) 
transformer, but the use of three tuned circuits in the 
Fada allowed each stage to have a somewhat wider 
bandwidth than was tolerated in the Oriole, with only 
its two tuned circuits. The Fada RF stage voltage-

detector grid circuit (to add a grid leak and capacitor) 
and a change in the filament wiring to put the 
filaments at the A+ end of the circuit. But it isn't 
clear that the neutralization would have tolerated any 
additional gain; the set oscillated wildly with any 
misadjustment of the Neutrodons . An item of note, 
applicable to both the Oriole 8 and the Fada 160A, as 
well as most other old sets , is that the various friction
connections, such as rheostat wiper-arms, tube socket 
contacts, riveted wiring contacts, jacks , and the like, 
really need to be cleaned, de-oxidized, and polished 
to bare metal if the radio is to operate well , and 
without static noise effects. Joe used abrasive erasers, 
other abrasives, DeOxit, and much elbow-grease to 

(Continued on page 9) 
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A couple of months ago this editor 
was putting together a presentation 
on Catalin radios for the December 

MAARC meeting. In reviewing a list of 
actual radio-related components cast by the 
Catalin Corporation, a few oddities were 
discovered. One was a tapered rod made 
for the Colin B. Kennedy company. Prob
lem with that is that the earliest date of this 
rod's manufacture by Catalin Corp. was 
August 1941 , and that is about 8 years after 

Kennedy's last known radio manufacturing venture had 
failed, and only a year before his death. In Volume 2 of his 
Radio Manufacturers of the 1920s, Alan Douglas notes that 
Kennedy seemed to have stayed in the radio or component 
distribution business after his business failures of 1929-
1933, so that it is possible that he had Catalin Corporation 
make some components for his business, but it is not clear 
from the size and shape of the tapered rod stock exactly 
where such a component would fit into a wholesale or re
tail business . The figure here shows the Catalin blueprint 
(#2979) for the component, a 10-inch-long rod 1 inch in 
diameter at its base, 5/8 inch diameter at the top , with a 
3/8-inch-long locating lug at the very top center. These 
rods were cast 9-at-a-time, and would have had to be made 
by the hundreds to be economical. Perhaps they could 
have been some kind of standoff insulators for a high
voltage device or panel. Any suggestions? 

A second find was somewhat similar to the above. It was a 
pair of blueprints (#3020 and 3021) of Catalin slabs, likely 

~ " "- ,.,: $1 , 

, .. . CATALIN , CORP.ORATION 
t '* : 1 ~;: ~ Nr:w y(,~·N. Y. ~ 

machined later into a handles and front panel , dial bezel , or 
grille , for a Zenith radio or electronics device , dated Octo
ber 15, 1941, and I could not remember any Zenith that 
used Catalin for the cabinet front or handle(s). Then again , 
perhaps the start of the war interrupted Zenith's use of 
these parts , or their delivery to Zenith. Any suggestions? 

Finally, there was a Catalin Corporation blueprint (2770) 
dated May 13, 1940 for a thick-walled tube , 9.375 inches 
in outside diameter, 5.00 inches inside diameter, on which 
blueprint was noted; ".to be sliced 3/16" each, for dials." 
This blueprint was made for Pilot Radio . I suppose these 
slices could be engraved and become tuning dials or the 
like , but I wonder about Pilot Radio employing such dials 
made of Catalin material. 

OBITUARY 
We were saddened to hear that one of MAARC's 
best-known and popular experts on television and 
television history has passed away. Tom 
Houghtaling , of Richmond , VA, died on the 8th of 
December, leaving three brothers and a sister, plus 
nephews and nieces. MAARC's heartfelt sympathy 
goes to all of them, and to each of us who knew and 
appreciated Tom's friendship and advice. He was in 
the process of starting a television historic museum in 
Richmond, we are told. For those who might have 
known Tom, but can ' t remember well enough to put a 
face to his name, we offer this picture , showing Tom 
with his prize-winning Old Equipment Contest entry 
of built-from-kit television sets , from several years 
ago, photo courtesy of Chris Kocsis. 
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Figure 8. The schematic diagram for the Fada 160A reflexed TRF Neutrodyne radio set. 

(Continued from page 7) 
burnish all such connections in both of these radios, 
before the signals came down to simply the program 
material, and not continuous "atmospherics ." 

Joe wishes he could have found the Oriole 7B, which 
used two full stages of cathode follower RF 
amplifiers, as depicted in Anthony Winther 's patent 
(Fig. 2). Further searching for examples of cathode 
follower RF amplifiers in receivers has disclosed a 
set described in the "Tidbits" column of the 
November 2013 issue of Radio Age , the Model SSR
lA receiver, part of the RDR-developed SSRT-1 spy 
radio transmitter/receiver set, and an obscure 
Motorola (I think) model that uses a cathode follower 
to feed a series-resonant tuned circuit as the 
interstage coupling scheme. (Problem is this part is 
strictly from memory, and I may have the brand 
wrong.) There are other examples in which the input 
RF amplifier stage is a "long-tailed pair," a circuit 
more often seen in audio pre-amplifiers. For RF this 
is usually made up of two triodes , often a dual triode 
like a 12AT7 or 6J6. The first is a cathode follower 
directly coupled to a the second, a grounded-grid 
stage . At VHF, it became popular to employ the 

long-tailed pair as the RF amplifier, a simplified 
example shown here as Fig. 9. These types of 
amplifiers were most often used as FM RF amplifiers 
or in television receiver front ends. Note that the two 
triodes, one a cathode follower and the other a 
grounded-grid amplifier, are both free of the 
undesirable side of Miller effect feedback , owing to 
the grounding of the plate in the first (left) triode, and 
the grid in the second (right) triode. 

The only likely objection one could have to using 
cathode followers as RF amplifiers, aside from the 
need to isolate the cathode from the heater or 
filament supply, is the care needed to eliminate 
feedback from the plate of the tube to cathode, in the 
event the plate is insufficiently bypassed to ground, 
perhaps by virtue of internal tube lead inductance or 
stray wiring inductance. This is actually aggravated 
by using a screen-grid tube or pentode as the cathode 
follower, since the plate often can couple capacitively 
to the suppressor or screen grid and this, in turn, may 
be coupled to the cathode through wiring or internal 
leads . Feedback from plate to cathode can cause 
oscillations, usually well out of the range of the 

(Continued on page 10) 
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Figure 9. Long-tailed pair used as 
an RF amplifier in an FM receiver. 

(Continued from page 9) 
signals being received, but sufficient to 
distort the performance of the stage, ,._ ..... _..;,.~.--:::.L.~.:L~~ 

and possibly troublesome elsewhere in Figure 10. The Oriole-S in use. Top shelf houses seashell loud-
the radio or its environment. speaker, Joe's inductance meter, and a Crosley 51 radio; lower 

shelf has a Heathkit DF receiver, a group of Philbrick power-supply 

Joe's overall assessment is that the L_ ____ _ 

cathode follower makes a fine RF 
amplifier that needs no neutralization, and can be free 
of undesirable Miller-effect feedback, and which 
somehow was overlooked by the radio engineers of 
the 1920s, except for a few fellows (like the Winther 
brothers) who didn't have a thriving company to carry 
them through the development and marketing 
comparable to what Hazeltine had in the Neutrodyne 
frenzy, or what RCA had in the superheterodyne 
market. 

To finish Joe's story, he put together some modular 
power supplies to provide the Oriole 8 with its needed 
A power, B+ power and reduced-B+ (detector) power 
sources, and built a small loudspeaker for the set, 
making a compact heap of equipment as shown in Fig. 
10. For the loudspeaker in the figure , he drilled a 
small "ear-canal" hole in the apex of a seashell 
collected in Hawaii while on vacation last year, 
coupled this via a short tube to a sound-powered 
phone unit whose impedance is 600 ohms. By adding 
a audio tube-to-line transformer between the radio and 
shell-speaker, this makes a fi ne speaker for old 
battery-type radios like the Oriole or Fada . The 
speaker sounds much better than most horn speakers 
of the 1920s, probably because of its tapered 
(exponential?) chamber leading to the "bell." The 
speaker can be better seen in Fig . 11. 

I am willing to bet that if someone had a W-K Oriole 
Model 7B (the one as described in Winther 's patent), 
Joe would agree to make measurements on it as he did 

modules, and the Oriole-a 

Figure 11. The Sousa Seashore Seashell Speaker 
setup, with plate-to-line matching transformer at 
left. Driver is a sound-powered phone transceiver. 

for the Oriole 8, a real double-play. There aren't many 
of the W-K Oriole radios around, apparently, but the 
Wisconsin Antique Radio Club (WARCI) website 
(www.warci.org) carries a fine article on W-K electric 
and the Winther brothers work in Kenosha, by Greg 
Hunolt. 
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ART DECO AND THE MACHINE AGE IN RADIO: 
A THEME FOR RADIOACTIVITY-2014 

BY Eo LYON 

When names like Raymond Loewy, Norman Bel Geddes, 
Henry Dreyfuss , or Walter Darwin Teague come up in dis
cussions, the main topic usually has to do with furniture, 
home architecture , or automobile (or truck/tractor) body 
designs. Indeed, these were very popular names in the 
colony of industrial designers of the 20th century. Every
thing from farm tractors to locomotives to telephones car
ried the signature of one or more of these designers in its 
cosmetic (and sometimes fundamental) construction. And 
we even blame one of these designers , Brooks Stevens, for 
the term "designed obsolescence ," his own way of describ
ing a design appearance that would make the owner want 
to purchase a yet newer model before the current model 
wore out. Many of these industrial designers were com
missioned by radio manufacturers to come up with radio 
cabinets that would capture the collective imagination of 
the leading edge of the home-decor-conscious portion of 
the population, gain some publicity in the reporting media , 
and thereby impel the mainstream public to want some of 
the same. 

The MAARC board of directors tossed about the idea of 
"Art Deco" as a theme for RadioActivity-2014 in a meet
ing several months ago , and competed the idea against two 
other historic-event-based themes , but Brian Belanger's 
success in landing a top-notch Art Deco authority as a ban
quet speaker cinched the deal : Art Deco and the Machine 
Age in Radio became our theme. Not that we have shied 
away from this theme in many MAARC meets in the past , 
or in Radio Age. Indeed , our recent theme on the two 
Scotts (E.H. and H.H.) featured many radio and amplifier 
designs that fit the 2014 theme perfectly. And the exten
sive Radio Age (and MAARC Newsletter) string of "Catalin 
Corner" articles had Art Deco as its main thrust in many of 
those Catalin cabinet designs . But this year we let it all 
hang out. Our RadioActivity-2014 Friday evening banquet 
speaker will be renowned Art Deco authority, Jim Linz, 
author of many books on the subject. 

The Old Equipment Contest , for one thing , will feature a 
half-dozen categories of radios and equipment whose cabi
netry was inspired (and/or commissioned) by these re
nowned industrial designers and artists . We're hoping it 
will spark sufficient curiosity in owners of some of those 
striking chrome-front tombstone sets to research them and 
find out whence the cabinet design originated. Did Henry 
Dreyfuss get paid to come up with the design , or did De
trola (or Crosley, or Emerson , or whoever) simply emulate 
the industrial designer 's style, and perhaps get away with 
it? Remember that we ' re talking about radios in their hey
day- during the Great Depression and the immediate post-

war periods , including the explosive growth of television, 
as well . 

Our RadioActivity-2014 OEC categories: 
Theme Categories: 
1. Radios designed by (or imitating) Loewy 
2. Radios by Norman Bel Geddes 
3. Radios by W.D. Teague or Henry Dreyfuss 
4 . "Extreme" Art Deco radio designs 
5. Radios imitating Frank Lloyd Wright artistry 
6. Open Category- Machine-Age radios 

Regular Categories 
7. Passive receivers 
8. One-tube factory-built radios 
9. Transistor table-model radios (not pocket-types) 
I 0 , Long-box Superhets 
11 . Three-dial TRF sets 
12. Cathedrals and Tombstone radios 
13 . Horn Loudspeakers 
14. Cone or Diaphragm Loudspeakers 
15. Lazarus (Junk-to-Gem) restoration category 
16. "As Seen in Radio Age" category 
17 . "Returning to Timonium" category 
18. Open Category 

Commentary on the OEC categories: 

The first six categories are relatively self-evident as to the 
types of radios or radio-related equipment they represent. 
We expect a turnout of Spartan mirrored-cabinet sets in 
Category 3, for example , and we should get a rash of chic 
European sets in Categories 4 , 5 , and 6. The most garish 

(Continued on page 12) 

The popular, but scarce Emerson "Strad" de
signed by Count Alexis Sakhoffsky 
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(Continued from page 11 ) 
example you can find of art deco in a radio should be re
served for Category 4 . In the "regular" group , Category 15 
is the restoration competition from which we expect to 
choose a contestant for the annual Quebec international 
restoration contest, so that a winner here should be well 
documented, with tons of photographs showing the restora
tion steps clearly. Category 17 is intended to show off those 
unusual and nicely restored Bendix radios , celebrating 
MAARC's return to Timonium in RadioActivity-20 14, and 
the radio's return to the neighborhood of its birth , a mile 
east on Joppa Road . The Open category (18) should pick 
up radios and equipment you might have planned on show
ing , but can't find the right slot for it , and, of course, Cate
gory 16 is for any radio or piece of gear that was featured 
in any of the dozens of articles in Radio Age from last June 
th rough May, 2014 . 

Noteworthy Radio Designers 

One of the leaders in radio production during the "Golden 
Years" was Philco, of course. Ron Ramirez and Mike Pro
sise have documented Philco's prodigious variety and out
put in Philco Radio, 1928-1942. Quite early in this time 
span Philco had Clyde Shuler and Ed Combs working out 
designs for their line of "Cathedral" cabinets, Combs with 
the Models 70 and 90, and Shuler with his designs for the 
71 and 91. The basic shape varied a little over the next five 
or six years, but by 1937 , Ben Nash's design for the later 
Cathedral style sets took the lead, epitomized by the simple 
curved-top 37-89 . This eliminated the seam at the top and 
the Gothic look of the early "mantle" sets, and reduced 
manufacturing costs. 

Philco 's Bakelite radios followed the general trend of the 
industry, being largely "right-hand-drive" sets (d ial and 
controls on the right , speaker grillwork on the left), and 
they never picked up the Catalin (or, technically, cast phe
nolic) craze, probably because of its cost, measured in 
man-hours per radio, but they did have a designer on their 
staff, George Patterson, work up competing machine-age 
portable radio designs for the Transitone fami ly of small 
radios, Model PT-89 being the most sought-after by collec
tors today. It features a leatherette-covered case, a leather 
shoulder-strap (with embedded antenna wire), and grill
work and top/front decoration in Tennessee Eastman 's Ten
ite , a cellulose acetate "soft" plastic that can be made in 
any color, usually swirled or mottled, as in this radio . The 
war stopped much of the cabinet design work at Philco and 
elsewhere , for that matter, but the industrial design work 
done on amateur and communications gear, like the Hal
licrafters line of receivers , continued throughout the war. 
Military users realized that much of that design work had 
the practical payoff of improving what we would now call 
the "man-machine interface ," or operability of the radio. 
Hallicrafters , for example, used the Raymond Loewy firm 
for the design of their famous series of "big-dial" commu
nications receivers. 

Three Spartan deco radios designed by Teague. 

After the war, television began to edge radio to the side, 
and this reopened the field for industrial designers. Televi
sion was something to see, not just hear, and so the appear
ance of the set took on a new level of importance. Philco 's 
Predicta series, for example, was the result of design work 
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by several in-house designers , including Herbert Gosweiler 
(head of the design department) , Catherine Winkler, Sev 
Jonassen, and Dick Whipple , all on Gosweiler 's staff [1]. 
Raymond Loewy's basic design of the S-20 , SX-25, and S-
27 ("UHF") ham/communications receivers for Hai
Iicrafters before the war can·ied onward to improved ver
sions like the S-40 and S-36 series during the war [2]. 
Finally, after WW2 , when television became the rage, even 
Hallicrafters yielded to the pressure, and again used 
Loewy's basic foundation to design the T-54 5-inch TV set 
for 1948. 

Zenith Radio used outside contracted designers like Robert 
Budlong for radio cabinet and dial designs, from the late 
1930s to well into the war period. Art deco designs like 
the well-known 6D311 and 5R312 came from Budlong's 
shop in 1940, and as late as 1942 Zenith was still churning 
out Budlong sets like the 6D614 and 6D615 in both wood 
and Bakelite. The entire Transoceanic line (and its prede
cessor "airplane" and "sai lboat" Universal Portables) came 
from his designers, as well , culminating in the post-war 
(1954) L-500 Transoceanic, his last design, made about a 
year before his death in 1955 . 

But it was Emerson Radio that should have taken the prize 
(if there was one) for Art Deco radio designs. By the mid-
1930s Emerson had contracted with Count Alexis de Sak
hoffsky, an Ukranian-born ex-czarist living in America (by 
way of Europe), and doing design work for several auto
mobile companies , primarily Hayes Body Company, of 
Grand Rapids. Sakhoffsky had taken awards for some 
very sleek automobile body designs built by Hispano
Suiza, Mercedes-Benz, Stutz, and Cord, and in 1934 had 
been named Esquire Magazine 's technical editor [3] . Ear
lier, in 1928 , having been offered a very lucrative job by 
Packard Motors , he foolishly discussed the offer with his 
then-current employer, Hayes Body Company, and was 
immediately signed to an exclusive contract with Hayes, 
forcing him to decline Packard 's offer. The leisurely pace 
at Hayes left Sakhoffsky some time, which was fortunate 
for Emerson , who had contracted with Ingraham Clock Co. 
for radio cabinets , and immediately called on Sakhoffsky 
for help. It was with these cabinets that Sakhoffsky did his 
best design work. His production was prolific , including 
many of the collectable Ingraham sets, like the CH-256 
"Strad," the AX-212 "Bull 's Eye," the AU-213 "Mini
tombstone ," its Catalin (actually Fiberlon cast phenolic) 
counterpart, the AU-190, the AX-212 "Little Miracle ," and 
the BD-197 "Mae West," to name but a few. So popular 
became his designs that in the motor world , he even got 
credit by the motor media for innovative car designs done 
by others, simply because the designs were avant garde, 
and in his style . His work reached into the trucker 's world , 
where he got commissioned by White Motors to design a 
tractor-trailer combination that would wow the public. 

Radio Age+ January 2014 

Sakhoffsky's impression of the White Motors' 
tractor-trailer for Labatt's Brewery, and the tour 
version made later by White. 

One result was the famous Canadian Labatt Beer truck (or 
trailer, towed by a White road tractor) . 

It would be illuminating to discover the designers responsi
ble for many of the radio cabinets that were sold by E. H. 
Scott. We know that two or three furniture companies in 
Rockford , Illinois supplied most of the Scott and McMurdo 
Silver high-end cabinets during the 1930s, and Kent King 's 
Scott forum notes that a fellow named Art Haggstrom was 
one of the designers, but little seems to be known about the 
specifics of the cabinet artistry sources . It has been sug
gested that famous architectural designers like Frank Lloyd 
Wright must have influenced some of the Scott radio cabi
net designs , such as that for the Laureate Grand or the 
Lido . 

Visit the Radio & Television Museum 

2608 Mitchellville Road 
Bowie, MD 20716 

301-390-1020 
Hours: 

10 to 5 Fridays 
1 to 5 Saturdays and Sundays 

Exit from Rt. 50 at Exit 11 (Rt. 197) 
Take Rt. 197 South for 0.9 miles 

Right on Mitchellville Road for 1.3 miles 
Free admission , but donations encouraged 
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Catalin radios deserve some mention, here , since the avail
able colors and finish lend themselves to the styling of the 
Art Deco movement. However, many of the cabinet de
signs were composed based on trying to ease the manufac
turing difficulties , and only a few can be classed as really 
fine designs, from the artistic viewpoint. Of all the Cata
lins, the best Art Deco design might be that of the Sparton 
500 "Cloisonne ," and the ironic part is that the artistic part 
of that radio cabinet is the face , which contains no Catalin 

Raymond Loewy designed everything from loco
motives to the Hallicrafters S-38 and Elna sewing 
machine, as seen here. 

material whatsoever, being plated metal with fused glass 
("enamel") filling in the spaces between cloisons. The 
Catalin part is the rest of the cabinet , usually never seen, 
and ce1tainly unimaginative in design . The already
mentioned Sakhoffsky-designed Emerson AU-190 (or its 
sister, the BT-245) might qualify as a handsome art deco 
radio, being rather large , well-proportioned , and some
times very well colored. It is usually the later production 
run cabinets that show the more vivid and garish colora
tion , these cabinets having been made by Marblette rather 
than the original production supplier, Fiberloid Corpora
tion . For every possible color marketed by Catalin Corpo
ration or Fiberloid , Marblette had about 50 or 60 different 
shades or swirl-combination colors. In the area of real 
Catalin radio cabinets (those actually made by Catalin Cor
poration) a few rad ios stand out, like the Arvin "left-hand
drive" Model 532 , the Motorola 51Xl6 "S-front," and the 
pre-war Facta 115 "Bullet." And, when thinking of the 

Facta Bullet , one is struck by its similarity to the Bel Ged
des-designed Emerson 544 , which came out after the 
Model 1000 post-war Bullet. Bel Geddes did much better 
with his Emerson 400 Patriot , which, along with the Facta 
188 and 189, were intended to bring out additional patri
otic support for Roosevelt 's Lend-Lease program. 

We will see what 
our Old Equip
ment Contest 
brings out in June 
at RadioActivity 
2014 , in the way 
of quality ma
chine-age designs 
in radio cabinets . 

This Bel Geddes-designed 
Emerson544 resembles the Fada 
Model 115 Bullet, which was 
made several years earlier. 

DON'T FORGET! 

The January MAARC meeting will be a grand 
swap-meet and auction held at the National 

Electronics Museum in Linthicum, MD. 

The November 2013 issue of Radio Age had all 
the details. 

This meet is indoors. Get there before 0900 
and get a table for your goods. Selling starts 

at 0900. 

Directions to National Electronics Museum (NEM): 

Baltlmora 
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lll!assiliod Ads 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please , one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 

Antique Radio Repair : 30 
years experience in repair of 
antique radios and tube equip
ment. Reasonable Rates. Jay 
Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop Pl , 
Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9432. Email: JFRADIO@aol.com 

For Sale: RCA /N ipper 
Maintenance mats , new old stock 
(probably 1980s) , red vinyl, black 
cloth backing, 51 by 31 inches, 
1.3 lbs. Two Nipper (dog and 
Victrola) logos with words"RCA 
Replacement Parts" in white at 
top and bottom. Mats were 
intended for use by technicians 
repamng electronics in your 
home. Mint, folded in original 
stapled plastic bag , with insert 
printed "RCA Stock # 1F8084". 
Fine display table coverings. $43, 
or two for $80, postpaid in U.S. 
Email or phone for picture or 
more info. Alan Diamant, 108 
Redwood Drive; Madison, AL 
35758; 256-325-4600, email: 
amdiamant@ aol.com. 

For Sale: Reproduction knobs 
and rubber parts for vintage/ 
antique radios. (Latest product: 
lever buttons and push-buttons 
for Belmont table radios) See 
www.RenovatedRadios.com to 
see the full selection of radio 
parts. Or call: (586) 876-9802 
(Leave message) Ed Schutz 
blacksmith@ 
RenovatedRadios .com 

Free to 
complete 

someone 
the final 

who 
steps 

will 
of 
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restoration. Unusual English-made 
early 1930's Columbia Radio 
Graphophone console. Refinished 
oak low-boy cabinet is in excellent 
condition. Radio works, 
phonograph not currently working. 
Requires 220 V AC power, but 2:1 
step-up autotransformer is included 
for operation from 115 V AC. Item 
must be picked up in Fairfax City. 
Photos available via email. David 
Frohman, dfrohman@ verizon .net. 

FOR SALE: VINTAGE RADIO 
& AUDIO PARTS BUSINESS. I 
have been selling radios, 
audio, tubes, Sams , books & parts 
on the internet since 1998 at 
vintage-electronics.com & by 
catalog for almost 20 yrs before 
that. However, the warehouse I've 
been renting is up for sale & I 
might not have a home for all these 
items in the near future so it's time 
to downsize. For that reason, & the 
fact I'm not getting any younger, I 
plan to sell parts of the business. I 
am offering for sale the Parts, 
Sams & Books segments of the 
business. The prices are very 
reasonable for any or all 3 of those 
businesses. Please contact John 
Kendall at vintel@comcast.net for 
more informa-tion. 

Wanted: A friend is looking for a 
high-band VHF Tompkins Radio 
Tunaverter. Anybody have one to 
sell? Brian Belanger, ra
diobelanger@comcast.net , 301-
258-0708 .. 

International Radio Restoration 
Contest Reminder: 
Hello everyone, 
Our local SQCRA contest has just 
ended and we have an entry for 
the international version. You may 
take a peek here: http: // 
www.sqcra.org/Concoursresto/ 
concours20 13 .html 

Already, 2 more associations have 
their candidates. Time does go by 
fast and we are about 6 months 
away from the end of the second 
edition of this great contest. 
Serge Hainault, SQCRA 

This means that MAARC's TWO 
possible contestants (which one 
will be entered depends on which 
looks to me like a top winner!) 
should forward their CO-ROMs 
containing the full documentation 
of their entries, in Microsoft 
WORD format, during the next 
two months, i.e., by New Years 
Day, 2014. 
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MAARC Your Calendar! 

Sun. , Jan. 19 

Sun. , Feb. 16 

Sun. , Mar. 16 

MAARC RadioWinterFest at the National Electronics 
Museum in Linthicum, MD, near BWI Airport (Details in 
November issue, pages 7 and 14); Indoor, so let it snow. 
Fleamarketing starts inside at 0900; Fleamarketers set up 
7:00 to 9:00 ; Auction at 12:00. Be sure to read details in 
November 2013 issue. 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11 :30, 
meeting at 1 :30. Display table and presentation to be 
announced. 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11 :30, 
meeting at 1 :30. Display table and presentation to be 
announced. 

Hamfests : -check the ARRL website, www.ARRL.org 
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